**KILL MOSS OFF MOSS B WARE** KEEPS MOSS OFF

Damage moss can grow almost anywhere it's cool and damp. Destroying and preventing moss can extend the life of roofs, and improve appearance of patios and walkways. MOSS B WARE® stays soft or stays flexible and covers large areas when mist, as it is. And, if applied from this shaker container, no other equipment is necessary.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARD TO DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**DANGER:** Causes irreversible eye damage. Harmful if swallowed, inhaled, or gets in the eyes. Avoid contact with eyes, hands, or skin. Wash hands after handling. Store properly out of reach of children and pets. Wearing gloves while handling is recommended. If contact occurs, wash immediately with soap and water. If false alarm is made, do not rinse down the drain, but consult with local government officials or specialists. For more information, see directions for use.

**FIRST AID**

**EYE:** If mist contacts the eyes, wash immediately with soap and water. Seek medical attention. Warning: Do not rinse down the drain.

**INHALATION:** If mist is inhaled, get fresh air and seek medical attention. Warning: Do not rinse down the drain.

**INGESTION:** If mist is ingested, do not induce vomiting. Seek medical attention. Warning: Do not rinse down the drain.

**FIRST AID NUMBERS**

For the product consumer, call with your name, address, telephone number, and location in the state of the incident. It will be necessary to consult a doctor or licensed health professional. If possible, take a sample of the product and bring it to the health professional.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

**WHEN TO USE MOSS B WARE®**

MOSS B WARE® can be used any time of the year on effluent moss killer and preventative. For best results, apply during moss periods. It's also effective on growing moss. Use on a foggy, cloudy day or on a day of light rain. If fog is formed during misting, light rain should also be available in the area. If rain occurs on this product, you may need to be frequently sprayed on the dry moss.

**HOW TO USE MOSS B WARE®**

You can shake it to use directly or dissolve it. Just the method below that best suits your needs.

**One time spray to dust**

Do one time spray to dust from the application site and contact people. Mounting structures, people adjacent to moss, and any time and associated property, pathways and parking areas, neighborhood's grove, and wetland areas, playgrounds, parks, roads, or streets, or areas. Apply only when water spray is not more than 10 mph. For spray, apply a 300 feet of twice.

**TO KILL EXISTING MOSS**

Fogging that can start with growth, such as composition, wood shingles, or decks can very easily be treated by shaking MOSS B WARE® directly from the container along the 100 feet of weather. This will help MOSS B WARE® down in the moss patch. Apply 1-1.5 liters of same fogging to the area being treated. This will help MOSS B WARE® down in the moss patch. Apply 1-1.5 liters of same fogging to the area being treated.

**BACK, GARDEN, or ROOFTOPS**

Remove the plants and moss that cannot be treated with a manual application, using a pruning tool or any type of pump-up sprayer. Slowly add enough of this container in the 5-10 gallon of water until starting to dissolve. Stir well and let stand for 2 minutes. Replace the container with the instructions package and follow the directions for use. Apply 1-1.5 liters of same fogging to the area being treated. This will help MOSS B WARE® down in the moss patch. Apply 1-1.5 liters of same fogging to the area being treated.

**STORAGE & DISPOSAL**

PRECAUTIONS For the product consumer, call with your name, address, telephone number, and location in the state of the incident. It will be necessary to consult a doctor or licensed health professional. If possible, take a sample of the product and bring it to the health professional.